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MENSAGEM DIÁRIA DE SÃO JOSÉ, TRANSMITIDA NO CENTRO MARIANO DE
AURORA, À VIDENTE IRMÃ LUCÍA DE JESÚS?

When the Sun rises on the horizon of this world, announcing a new day, in a New Race, it will
illuminate the abysses and will elevate to the Heights the souls that have their hands raised.

That Sun will illuminate the eyes of those who have been blind of soul and spirit. It will ignite the
hearts that were cold and about to fade.

That Sun will bring encouragement to those who persevered in their wait during days of great
darkness and who never lost hope of finding the Light again.

That Sun will not come alone, but will bring entire galaxies with it, stars that will illuminate the
world from many provenances. For this reason it will not be a day like all others.

The Sun will come when that day is desired by all creatures of the Earth; when everyone cries out
for a little light in their lives. On that day, the Earth will become a living clamor, and no creature
will doubt that the Sun that arrives is the response of God to their clamor.

Those who kept their faith will be exalted, the unbelieving will repent and those who chose to
follow the dark paths will wish they did not exist, because there will be no dark path on the return of
the Sun, on the return of the Light.

Keep My words, which are simple and pronounced in a few lines; they will be the harbinger of the
days of peace and the foundations for you to maintain your faith, when the night will seem very
dark and endless to you.

For the Light that will come to the world,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph, announcing the return of the Sun.


